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It's a race against time as the alien invading Syndicate continues their assault on our world. When

all hope seems lost, the Space Marines uncover a secret in the form of a time capsule, a temporal

totem that contains a message about how to fight back. Emboldened by the discovery, Quinn and

the Marines begin hatching a plan to rebel by joining forces with the resistance, the very soldiers

theyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ve been forced to fight.Meanwhile, QuinnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s daughter has been stranded in

the no-manÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s land of vanquished cities littered with both friendly and enemy survivors of

the invasion. She's forced to grow up quickly in the face of numerous life-or-death encounters, and

soon links up with a ragtag group of guerrilla fighters to kick some serious alien butt.ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s not

a matter of if mother and daughter's worlds will collide, but when Ã¢â‚¬Â¦ and once they do, the

rebellion against the alien invaders will never be the same. Scroll up and grab Book 2 in the

SYNDICATE WARS books today! "An excellent addition to the Space Marine sci-fi subgenre,

SYNDICATE WARS: FIRST STRIKE is Robert Heinlein meets Ã¢â‚¬Å“Guardians of the

Galaxy.Ã¢â‚¬Â• A fast paced, thrill ride start-to-finish. I couldnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t put it down. CanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t

wait to see how the story unfolds!Ã¢â‚¬Â• -- Barry Levy, Writer - Vantage Point, Paranoia
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Homeless and now also on her own, 12 year old Samantha shows how much she is her mother's

daughter as she hides and fights to stay alive. Meanwhile Quinn'sÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€¹ hopes of

rejoining the the battle against the Syndicate and finding her Sammy again are raised by a

possibility that the controls imposed on the captured Marines might be broken. Just one problem -

but it is a big one. And she isn't the only one looking for her daughter ...This, the second part of the

innovative alien invasion story continues with excitement and action whilst still giving time to the

numerous characters. Well written and well worth reading. My thanks to the authors for freely gifting

me an advance copy of Syndicate Wars: the Resistance.There is still so much undiscovered yet to

come: very enjoyable and an addictive read.

Kindle Unlimited but actually got one of those freebie copies we hope you review it things, where

supposed to add all my own thoughts etc blah blah as if I ever did anything against my will or the

TOS. Was reading it because have read quite a bit from Justin Sloan, whose name is spelled wrong

here and there by  or whoever .There's alien invasion, survival of the human race, mandatory

Marine service, so space opera-ish and a time-travel hook included and just look at the stars.The

Resistance continues with: It's a race against time as the alien invading Syndicate continues their

assault on our world, hope seems lost, the Space Marines uncover a secret in the form of a time

capsule, a temporal totem that contains a message about how to fight back, and the marines are

going to try to join the rebel forces. Meanwhile, QuinnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s daughter has been

stranded and forced to grow up quickly, and links up with a group of guerrilla fighters to kick alien

butt. Mother and daughter's worlds will collide.Syndicate Wars: First Strike (Seppukarian Book

1)Syndicate Wars: The Resistance (Seppukarian Book 2)Syndicate Wars: Fault Line (Seppukarian

Book 3)

The second book in the Syndicate Wars series, the Resistance is an intense, action packed, sci-if,

military adventure. The book moves quickly with its fast paced action, but also gives pause as one

wonders on the motivation of the alien invaders and whether the Syndicate are really the true

enemy. Does the end truly justify the means, no matter how horrid they may be?This is part of a

series, and it is better if you read the first book first, but this book can also be enjoyed by itself. The

ending is not a cliffhanger, though it does leave plenty for the next book.I received an ARC book



from the author. This is my honest and voluntary review.

Have enjoyed all three books and not one has been disappointing. Each book, including this one,

makes you want to keep reading to find where the story goes.Enjoyed many of the complex ideas

interweaved throughout the book such as dealing with time travel and the details of the equipment

and arms used by the characters. I believe the author reached his goal of not getting to bogged

down with explanations of how things worked but gave a brief but believable overlay to keep the

story interesting.

I received an advance reader copy of this book and voluntarily chose to write a review.This second

installment of The Syndicate Wars focuses on the resistance to the Syndicate's plans for dominance

of the earth. Once again the story is action packed with military action as well as multiple levels of

intrigue.The reader is left not only wanting the next installment of this series, but answers to some

unanswered questions regarding the Syndicate's motives and the Potentiate's abilities and

motivations.

And you just love Space Marines, space battles and tons of righteous justice you must start today!

This is one of my favorite series so go get book one, RIGHT NOW ( after downloading this one of

course!) You will not be disappointed, and this Lady Marine ain't no push over, and her daughter is

tough as nails. Semper Fi!.....from an Air Force Veteran and first female certified 81 mm mortar!

As the 2nd book this beats the first , not only do we finally find out more but hints of a deeper

mystery are revealed.Character development is also better whilst keeping a faster paced

adventure.This feels like a bigger piece of a whole saga, maybe across a few hundred years so

should be very interesting in the books yet to come.This book was provided to me in exchange for

an honest review and as such is based on my own opinion.

This is the second book that I read with these writers together. I will say it kept me intrigued on what

was going to happen next and still does. You have a Quinn who is better than most men marines,

Cody who is a scientist and other marines. She has to go against so much and still comes out

swing. They are trying to figure out away to get away. You have the resistance fighters who one of

Quinn's Marines joined after being left behind and also has found Quinn's daughter. Will they beat

the Syndicate? Can't wait to see what happens in the next book. The book could explain a little



more about the Syndicate so we kind of know what they really are, because I'm more confused now

on that part, and what happen to the bomb? I received a arc copy for my honest review.
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